Self-Powered Human-Interactive Transparent Nanopaper Systems
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ABSTRACT Self-powered human-interactive but invisible electronics have many applications in anti-theft and anti-fake systems for human society. In this work, for the first time, we demonstrate a transparent paper-based, self-powered, and human-interactive flexible system. The system is based on an electrostatic induction mechanism with no extra power system appended. The self-powered, transparent paper device can be used for a transparent paper-based art anti-theft system in museums or for a smart mapping anti-fake system in precious packaging and documents, by virtue of the advantages of adding/removing freely, having no impairment on the appearance of the protected objects, and being easily mass manufactured. This initial study bridges the transparent nanopaper with a self-powered and human-interactive electronic system, paving the way for the development of smart transparent paper electronics.
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Paper electronics are not only highly flexible, light weight, eco-friendly, and low cost, but more importantly, these devices can be integrated easily into the regular paper system for origami and foldable electronics.1−14 Transparent nanopaper (T-paper) made of transparent and strong nanocellulose is emerging as a promising substrate for flexible electronics due to its small surface roughness, tunable optical properties, good accessibility for functionalization, and excellent mechanical strength and flexibility.15−17 Meanwhile, these nanopaper electronics are potentially biodegradable, biocompatible, and recyclable, which will minimize landfill problems.18,19 So far, researchers have demonstrated transparent and flexible nanopaper transistors, organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), touch panels, antennas, etc.15−19 However, all of the above-mentioned electronic devices require either external power sources or embedded batteries. It is important to establish self-powered paper electronic systems by accumulating environmental energy or converting body movement into electricity whenever and wherever possible.20−26

Meanwhile, a human-interactive electronic system, which can respond to human actions such as body movements and health parameters, is desired in various areas such as wearable electronics and mobile medication, etc. Smart self-powered and human-interactive electronics are meaningful for both consumer electronics, military, and defense electronics. Devices such as health/wellness monitors, body sensor networks, and artificial muscles have been reported recently.27−32 Consequently, it is interesting and practical to bridge the T-paper with a self-powered and human-interactive electronic system and introduce a new developing direction for smart paper electronics.

Herein, we introduce a self-powered human-interactive transparent nanopaper system based on an electrostatic induction mechanism. Design, fabrication, and successful operation of the devices are clearly demonstrated. These devices show the following advantages: (1) they are self-powered, operating without the need for external power; (2) they are invisible, which is essential for anti-theft or anti-fake applications; (3) they are based on paper, which is compatible with other paper materials such as arts, packaging,
and documents; (4) they are sensitive to external pressure; (5) they can be added/removed freely and are easy for mass manufacturing. The human-interactive transparent nanopaper system could be potentially manufactured at a large scale for practical applications, such as anti-theft or anti-fake applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design of a Potential System Integration of Transparent Paper-Based Flexible Generator (TPFG). Due to the advantages of high transparency, excellent mechanical properties, and good compatibility, the TPFG can be utilized as a pressure sensor and assembled into a highly transparent paper-based art anti-theft system, as shown in Figure 1a. The transparent paper-based art anti-theft system will not affect the appearance of the art and is also sensitive for detecting external pressure. Additionally, the system is compatible with paper arts and can be added or removed freely. Furthermore, a four-pixel transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system based on transparent nanopaper is also demonstrated, as indicated in Figure 1b. Touching a specific position of the transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system will show coded information, such as a date, which may have a potential anti-fake application in the smart packaging of some important documents, such as wills and birth certificates. Moreover, it is suitable for mass manufacturing because of its simple structure and fabrication process. It must be noted that this work is a helpful step for building up the whole paper-based electronic systems by integrating it with other paper-based electronics.

Fabrication and Physical Properties of a Transparent Paper-Based Flexible Generator. The self-powered human-interactive transparent nanopaper system is based on the TPFG. Supporting Information Figure S1 and Figure 1a introduce the fabrication process and device structure of the TPFG. The TPFG is composed of two transparent components, which are defined as the carbon nanotubes (CNTs)/T-paper and polyethylene (PE)/CNTs/T-paper. The fabricating process begins with an obtained transparent nanopaper, whose digital picture and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images are indicated in Figure 2a and inset image in Figure S1, respectively, followed by CNT deposition processing shown in Figure S1. The corresponding SEM image of CNTs/T-paper in Figure 2b reveals that percolated CNTs with lengths of tens of micrometers are deposited evenly on the transparent nanopaper surface. Additionally, Figure S2a,b illustrates the atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the T-paper and CNTs/T-paper surface, respectively. Figure S2c clearly demonstrates that T-paper as well as CNTs/T-paper has nanoscale roughness, which will have little effect on the transmittance, that is, 95 and 93.5% in the visible region, respectively (Figure 2g). Furthermore, the nanoscale roughness will not affect the charge generation properties because the relief amplitude is less than 5 μm. Deformation under various bending angles and durability tests were also carried out. During the measurement, the CNT electrode sheet resistance of ~2 kΩ/cm² almost remained stable under various bending angles for the first bending, first recovery, and second bending process, as shown in Figure 2c,d. Simultaneously, the CNT electrode was continuously bent 1000 times under a 60° bending angle, and the I–V curve remained almost the same (Figure 2e), which identified the good flexibility and stability of CNT electrodes on the transparent nanopaper surface. The above studies indicate that CNTs are excellent transparent electrodes for transparent nanopapers, with outstanding adhesion and conductivity.

A ~30 μm PE film was covered on the CNTs/T-paper to form the PE/CNTs/T-paper (Supporting Information Figure S1 and Figure 2f). Compared with a traditional fluoroc electret, such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), PE is a transparent and non-fluorine electret and much more environmentally friendly. The surface morphology of the PE was characterized by AFM. The relative height of the surface was measured along the white line in Figure S2d. The height varied from ~8 to ~12 nm (Figure S2e). As discussed above, the nanoscale surface morphology has little effect on the transmittance rate that is maintained at more than 94% (Figure S2f). The long axis edges of the CNTs/T-paper and PE/CNTs/T-paper components were then adhered together, making the PE face the CNTs to form the TPFG. The transmittance of the TPFG remains above 90% within the visible light region, which could be
attributed to the excellent transmittance of the unit component (Figure 2g and inset).

Working Mechanism Analysis. Electret generators to harvest energy have been reported previously, especially those used in the microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) field, where the fabrication is quite complex and most of the devices are solid.\textsuperscript{35,36} In our study, the TPFG can be regarded as a parallel capacitor, ignoring that the edge effect and the fundamental working mechanism of the TPFG are electrostatic induction effects caused by the retaining charges. Since the PE film electret polarized by a corona method can be considered to be an electric field source,\textsuperscript{14,38} achieving retaining charges ($Q_P$) of the PE film is quite necessary. The surface potential of the PE film monitored by an electrometer for nearly one month is investigated in Figure 3a, maintaining a narrow fluctuation near $\pm50$ V after several weeks of natural attenuation, clearly indicating the existence of $Q_P$. As a result, the $Q_P$ will induce positive charges in the top PE/CNTs/T-paper component electrode ($Q_T$) and bottom CNTs/T-paper component electrode ($Q_B$) due to the electrostatic induction, where $-Q_P = Q_T + Q_B$.\textsuperscript{38} Clearly, the significance of PE from the output current–time curves for the devices with and without PE can be seen in Figure 3b. The current amplitude of the device with PE is about 0.4 μA, but without PE, it is about 15 nA because there are almost no retaining charges for the device without the PE film.

In this work, the variation of the air gap between the two components has a key role in the generation of the alternating electric currents. When the TPFG is in the original state (Figure 3c-I), the TPFG is in the potential equilibrium state and no free electrons will flow in the external circuit. When the vertical compression is applied to the TPFG, the air gap becomes smaller. More positive charges will be induced in the bottom CNT electrode, leading to an increase of $Q_B$ and a decrease of $Q_T$. As a result, the equilibrium state is broken and current will flow from the top CNT electrode to the bottom CNT electrode (Figure 3c-II). With the compression increasing, more positive charges are continually accumulated in the bottom CNT electrode until the potential distribution is in equilibrium (Figure 3c-III). In the releasing process, the air gap is increased, resulting in an increase of $Q_T$ and a decrease of $Q_B$. In that case, currents will flow back to the top CNT electrode (Figure 3c-IV). The detailed potential distribution of the top and bottom electrodes is systematically simulated by the COMSOL Multiphysics software and is provided in the Supporting Information, Figure S3a and supporting calculation.

In general, the output performance of TPFG is related to the retaining charges ($Q_P$) of PE film and the air gap variation between the PE/CNTs/T-paper and CNTs/T-paper. Pressing and releasing the TPFG will produce alternating currents through the external circuit, which is shown in Figure 3d. Switching polarity tests were also carried out to confirm that the
measured output signals are generated from the TPFG rather than from the measurement system (Figure 3e). Moreover, the open-circuit voltage of the TPFG was $\sim 28$ V, as shown in Figure S3. Furthermore, a theoretical analysis with its numerical solution is also carried out and shown in Supporting Information (Figure S4 and supporting calculation) to illustrate the working mechanism more mathematically.

**Performance of Transparent Paper-Based Flexible Generator and Transparent Paper-Based Art Anti-theft System.** The sensitive and stable output performances of the TPFG ensure its practical application. The typical electrical output performance of a TPFG with an effective area of $2 \times 2$ cm$^2$ was carefully studied by periodically pressing and releasing at controlled frequencies and amplitudes. Typically, a TPFG was attached to an elastic plastic sheet, one end of which was tightly fixed to an x-y-z mechanical stage, and the TPFG was periodically stimulated by a resonator. It should be noted that all of the electrical measurements were carried out after the surface potential of PE in a stable state. The output loading peak currents and corresponding loading peak power are shown in Figure S5. The stimulated amplitude and frequency are $2.5$ mm and $5$ Hz, respectively, showing that the maximum loading peak power value is $7.95 \mu$W.

The load resistance of all the following measurements was $20 \text{ M}\Omega$. The measurement results are systematically shown in Figure 4 and Supporting Information Figure S6. Under a given stimulated frequency of $5$ Hz, the load peak currents of a generator increased approximately linearly as the stimulated amplitude increased from $\sim 0.092 \mu$A at $0.5$ mm to $0.466 \mu$A at $2.5$ mm (Figure 4a). Meanwhile, the integral transferred charges corresponding to the peak currents generated by the pressing and releasing process are shown in Figure S6a. The integral transferred charges changed approximately linearly, too, from $\sim 3.51 \text{ nC}$ at $0.5$ mm to $\sim 10.54 \text{ nC}$ at $2.5$ mm, the same variation tendency with the loaded peak currents (Figure 4b).

On the other hand, for given stimulated amplitude of $2$ mm, the load peak current changed approximately linearly from $0.095 \mu$A at $1$ Hz to $0.377 \mu$A at $5$ Hz, as shown in Figure 4c. However, the integral transferred charges remained almost constant at a value of $\sim 8.9 \text{ nC}$, as shown in Figure S6b and Figure 4d. As discussed in our previous work, the higher stimulated frequency will lead to a faster charge transfer process, but the total amounts of transferred charges only relate to the relative position between the two components ($\Delta d_A$). Consequently, a larger stimulated amplitude will result in a higher load peak current and larger transferred charges, but increasing the stimulated frequency only yields a higher load peak current. According to the above results, the integral transferred charges only relate to the stimulated amplitude, and thus the TPFG can be used as a pressure sensor by measuring the integral transferred charges.

The stability of the TPFG is a very important performance to ensure its applications. Herein, the TPFG was continuously operated for $\sim 54000$ cycles at a stimulated amplitude of $2$ mm and a frequency of $5$ Hz. The outputs for different stimulated cycles are shown in Figure 4e and Supporting Information Figure S6c. Both the output load currents and corresponding integral transferred charges remained almost the same during the continuous measurement process, with a variation of only $-0.79$ to $+0.83\%$ for the integral transferred charges (Figure 4f). The high stability performance of the TPFG is attributed to the excellent mechanical properties of the whole device and the excellent electret properties of PE.

Because of the highly transparent property, the TPFG can be assembled into a highly transparent paper-based anti-theft system to protect valuable
paper-based arts. As discussed above, the whole transparent paper-based art anti-theft system is fabricated with highly transparent materials, which will not impair the appearance of the paintings but will be sensitive to the pressure. Note that the device is invisible, which is an essential element for anti-theft applications. Figure 4g,h shows the circuit diagram and digital picture of a transparent paper-based art anti-theft system. When the TPFG was pressed and released, electric signals were generated. In order to improve the sensitivity, the alternating electric signals were first rectified by a bridge rectifier, so that both the pressing and releasing processes would trigger the alert (the liquid-crystal display (LCD) logo) (Figure 4i,j and Supporting Information video 1). As shown in Figure 4k, when the TPFG was being pressed or released, the voltage across the LCD was ∼5.3 and ∼5.1 V, respectively. The above results indicate that the transparent paper-based art anti-theft system can be integrated with paper-based products well and work effectively. It can be potentially applied for the protection of art in museums.

**Performance of the Single-Electrode Transparent Paper-Based Smart Mapping Anti-fake System.** To extend more self-powered human-interactive and responsive applications based on the T-paper, a single-electrode transparent smart mapping anti-fake system was demonstrated. The system is composed of a single piece of PE/CNTs/T-paper. In detail, four independent single-electrode generators were assembled in one sheet of transparent nanopaper (Figures 1b and 5a). The working mechanism of the system is similar to the mechanism of the two-electrode generator discussed above. When an object such as a human finger approaches or leaves the PE electret film of the PE/CNTs/T-paper, the induced charges would emerge on the finger while the charges on the CNT electrode redistribute to balance an electrostatic equilibrium state. Consequently, charges will be transferred between the CNT electrode and the ground, generating the current signals. In our test process, each pixel was connected with a load resistor of 20 MΩ to the ground. When a specific pixel was touched by a finger, the corresponding current singles were generated, which indicates that the four pixels can work independently and that the touching position is accurately located. When a specific pixel was touched by a finger, the corresponding number on LCD was lit (Figure 5b and Supporting Information video 2). The above results indicate that the transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system can be assembled with paper-based packaging products.
and may have potential applications in smart anti-fake systems. When a particular area of the transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system is touched, coded information will be observed, such as brands and date. Touching different areas of the transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system shows that different information may have a potential anti-fake application in the smart packaging or important documents, such as wills and birth certificates.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, for the first time, we designed and demonstrated novel self-powered human-interactive transparent nanopaper systems, utilizing transparent nanopaper as base material. Highly transparent paper-based flexible generators were fabricated, and the working mechanism was thoroughly studied. The TPFG can be assembled into a highly transparent paper-based art anti-theft system, which can be integrated with valuable art in museums to protect the art. Attributed to the excellent transmittance, the protection system will not impact the appearance of the art. Meanwhile, the protection system can be added or removed freely. Moreover, a highly transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system was also proposed. The transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system has the ability to show coded and mapping information, indicating its potential as an anti-fake application in the smart packaging or for important documents, such as wills and birth certificates. This interesting smart transparent paper work may pave the way to self-powered, paper-based, and human-interactive electronics.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Fabrication of T-Paper and CNTs/T-Paper. An aqueous nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) dispersion was prepared from Southern Yellow Pine fibers according to a method previously reported by Zhu et al. Specifically, 78 mg of (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO) was subjected to ultrasonication in 100 mL of deionized (DI) water for 10 min to achieve a uniform solution, and then the TEMPO solution was combined with 514 mg of sodium bromide (NaBr) and dissolved in 50 mL of DI water. The TEMPO/NaBr mixture was then added to 5 g dry weight Kraftbleached softwood pulp suspended in 65 g of DI water. The TEMPO-mediated oxidation of the cellulose slurry was started by adding 30 mL of NaClO at room temperature. The pH was controlled at 10.5 by adjusting with 0.5 M NaOH solution. The pH was monitored every 20 min for 2 h. Once the TEMPO treatment was finished, the fibrous TEMPO-oxidized product was washed with water using Büchner filtration until white. Then the TEMPO-oxidized pulp was dispersed in water at a concentration of 1 wt % and disintegrated by one pass through a microfluidizer processor (M110 EH, Microfluidics Inc., USA). The treated wood pulp was pumped once through thin z-shaped chambers with channel dimension of 200 μm in the microfluidizer under a process pressure of 25 000 psi. A 1 wt % dispersion of NFC in water was obtained.

The NFC dispersion was then diluted with DI water and mixed at 500 rpm for 10 min. The final NFC dispersion had a concentration of 0.2 wt %. The dispersion was degassed for 20 min and poured through a nitrocellulose ester filter membrane with a pore size of 0.65 μm to obtain a transparent nanopaper. A thin layer of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) was deposited on the transparent nanopaper surface via Aztek ultimate metal airbrush spray with nozzle #5 (TCP Corp., USA).

Fabrication of PE/CNTs/T-Paper. The CNTs/T-paper was cut to the size of 2 × 2 cm. Then PE film with a thickness of ∼30 μm was covered on the CNTs/T-paper with the poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) as the adhesive to form the PE/CNTs/T-paper. The PE electret was polarized in the direction perpendicular to it via the corona method under ~15 kV high voltages for 5 min.

Fabrication of TPFG. The CNTs/T-paper and PE/CNTs/T-paper components were assembled to fabricate the TPFG. Specifically, the PE side of the PE/CNTs/T-paper was faced to the CNT side of the CNTs/T-paper, and then the edges of the two components were adhered together, forming an arch-shaped device.

Figure 5. Performance of a transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system. (a) Schematic diagram and digital picture of the transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system. (b–e) Corresponding current singles for a specific pixel in the transparent paper-based smart mapping anti-fake system touched by a finger; inset is digital pictures showing the corresponding number lit on the LCD.
Fabrication of Transparent Paper-Based Smart Mapping Anti-fake System. Four 1 x 1 cm² CNT electrodes were deposited on a sheet of transparent nanopaper, leaving a 0.25 cm gap between them, and then a polarized PE film was adhered to the as-prepared transparent nanopaper.

Characterization. The morphology of the samples was probed by a high-resolution field emission scanning electron microscope (FEI Nova Nano SEM 450) and atomic force microscope (AFM Dimension 3100 Veeco). The conductance of the CNT electrode was studied by Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. The transmittance of the samples was measured by a UV 2550 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). The corona polarization method was carried out with DW-N503-4AEC high-voltage-source. The surface potential of the samples was detected by an electrometer (EST102, Huajing Beijing, China). A periodic stretching—releasing process of the samples was stimulated by a resonator (JZK, Sinocera, China), which was controlled by a sweep signal generator (YE 1311-D, Sinocera, China). The output of the samples was measured by a Stanford low-noise current preamplifier (model SR570) and NI PCI-6259.
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